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INTRODUCTION: THE ANTHROPOCENE CONTEXT

´ A new geological era as the result of anthropic action.

´ Racially structured heterosexist patriarchal capitalism.

´ Accentuation of the male-female binary hierarchy. 

´ Exclusion of everything that does not conform to the dominant hegemonic pattern.
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AIM

Two questions:

1. How can the Anthropocene narrative fit into contemporary feminism?

2. What should the feminist discourse be like, to:
- Overcome the hierarchical and unequal structures;
- Move towards a more sustainable and equitable world.



ANTHROPOCENE’S IMPLICATIONS FOR FEMINISM

´ Repetition of the hierarchical binaries between ‘human’ and ‘nature’. 

´ Agency denied to those considered ‘nature’. Masculine power reaffirmed.

´ Exaltation of rationalization, possessive individualism and competitiveness. 

´ Hierarchies, exclusions and forms of appropriation. 

´ Anthropocene = A threat to decades of feminist and anti-colonial work.



GENDERING THE ANTHROPOCENE

´ New horizons for thinking about time, space, politics and the environment: 

AN ECOFEMINIST ANTHROPOCENE

ANTHROPOCENE            ECOFEMINISM



LAW AS A LEGITIMIZER OF THE ANTHROPOCENE

HEGEMONIC LEGAL FORMS…

´ Fix the power structures.

´ Generate the conditions for the exclusion of women in access to  

´ Privilege the hyper-rational male owner individual.
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§ Revision of the current formulation of Human Rights.

§ Global constitution:

§ Inclusion of in

LEGAL PROPOSALS FOR A FEMINIST ANTHROPOCENE

Reconsideration of access to resources and property

Community > Individual

Gender issues

Women’s voices

§ UN Conventions (UNFCCC, UNCCD, CBD…)

§ Paris Agreement

§ COPS



§ Feminist geography and urbanisation.

§ Education.

§ Labour and family planning:

Reduction working hours = Conciliation care tasks

LEGAL PROPOSALS FOR A FEMINIST ANTHROPOCENE



ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS: ECOFEMINIST PRACTICES

´ Law is not the panacea for all the Anthropocene’s problems. Also:

q Strong cultural changes and evolution of social practices. 

q An update on the ecofeminist constructivist theories.

´ Ecofeminist micro-resistances:               

Global understanding of the world.
Regulatory and critical ideal.
Revelation of the mechanisms of domination.



SOME CONCLUSIONS… OR INITIAL FINDINGS

´ Heteropatriarchal capitalism as a modern patriarchal form, supported by law.
´ Law and society must face a lot of challenges in the Anthropocene’s transition.
´ Need for a gender perspective. 
´ Include as much voices as possible. 
´ Reasons:

o Social justice.
o Institutional effectiveness.

o Sustainability.
o Equity.
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